For over 100 years Rossignol has been the benchmark in winter sports, making skiing and riding easier, more inspiring, and more fun. From competitive athletes to cautious first timers, Rossignol’s athlete driven, technical innovations in construction and design continue pushing boundaries of what skiers and riders can achieve on snow. No matter where the snow takes you, whether you’re resort-based or backcountry-bound, Rossignol delivers the groundbreaking performance, versatility, and ease-of-use to ensure yet Another Best Day.
100% BRAND NEW FOR 17/18
FREERIDE REDEFINED

- **AIRTIP**².⁰ – LIGHTER, STRONGER, DAMPER
- **MOLDS** – THINNER, LESS SWING WEIGHT, WIDER DESIGN
- **PROFILE** – INCREASED/BALANCED POWER
- **TECHNOLOGY** – VAS REINFORCEMENT – DECREASED TIP FLAP
- **ROCKER** – POWDER TURN – MAXIMUM FLOAT
SUPER7 HD
POWDER SLAYER

SOUL 7 HD
THE MOST VERSATILE

SKY 7 HD
LIGHTWEIGHT FREERIDE

SIN 7
AFFORDABLE FREERIDE

SEEK7
THE TOURING ULTRALIGHT
SOUL 7\(^{HD}\) W
THE MOST VERSATILE

SKY 7\(^{HD}\) W
LIGHTWEIGHT FREERIDE

SPICY 7
ULTRALIGHT FREERIDE
EXPERIENCE / TEMPTATION
THE BEST OPTION FOR TRUE ALL-MOUNTAIN

• **AIRTIP** – DECREASED SWING WEIGHT – EASIER TO SKI
• **TECH** – CARBON ALLOY MATRIX - MORE POWER
• **SIDECUT** – EXTENDED - INSTANT REACTION
• **ROCKER** – AUTO TURN – MOST VERSITLE IN ANY SNOW
EXPERIENCE **100**
TI POWER, 100% GAS

EXPERIENCE **88**
THE ULTIMATE ALL MTN MACHINE

EXPERIENCE **84**
BIG POWER, TIGHT TURNS

EXPERIENCE **80**
EASE OF USE MEETS SOLID POWER

EXPERIENCE **77**
BASALT INFUSED ALL MTN

EXPERIENCE **75**
AFFORDABLE ALL MTN ABILITIES
TEMPTATION 88 HD
THE ULTIMATE ALL MTN MACHINE

TEMPTATION 84 HD
BIG POWER, TIGHT TURNS

TEMPTATION 80
EASE OF USE MEETS SOLID POWER

TEMPTATION 77
LIGHTWEIGHT PERFORMANCE

TEMPTATION 75
AFFORDABLE ALL MTN ABILITIES
PURSUIT / FAMOUS
PURE POWER FOR HARDPACK PERFORMANCE

• PROPTIP – DECREASED SWING WEIGHT – EASIER TO INITIATE

• TECH – CARBON ALLOY MATRIX - MORE STABILITY

• SIDECUT – EXTENDED - INSTANT REACTION

• ROCKER – POWER TURN – EXPLOSIVE POWER
P800
TI + CARBON ALLOY = RACE LIKE POWER

P700
TIGHT TURNS WITH EXPLOSIVE MUSCLE

P600
CARBON ALLOY INFUSED CARVING

P200
POWER AT AN AMAZING PRICE
FAMOUS 10
RACE LIKE POWER IN A LIGHTWEIGHT PACKAGE

FAMOUS 6
FEATHERWEIGHT SIDEWALL DESIGN, LOTS OF FUN!

FAMOUS 2
LIGHTWEIGHT AFFORDIBLE PERFORMANCE
SMASH 7 / SASSY 7
ALL MTN FREERIDE FOR A JR SHREDDER

SPRAYER / TRIXIE
FREESTYLE OR ALL MTN IN AN AFFORDABLE PACKAGE

SCRATCH / SCRATCH PRO
PIPE OR PARK? NO PROBLEM!

EXPERIENCE PRO / TEMPTATION PRO
FOR FIRST TIMERS WHO WANT THE BEST TECHNOLOGY AND EXPERIENCE
NEW

- 104 mm ANATOMICAL COMFORT FIT
- FLEXES FROM 70 – 130
- HIKE / WALK MODE – EASIER ON AND OFF THE SLOPES
- OPTISENSOR WINTERM LINER – WARM COMFORTABLE FIT IN A 104!
ALL TRACK

- 100 mm / 102mm ANATOMICAL PERFORMANCE FITS
- FLEXES FROM 70 – 130
- HIKE / WALK MODE – EASIER ON AND OFF THE SLOPES
- OPTISENSOR 3D THINSULATE LINER – THE BEST & WARMEST FIT
ALLSPEED / PURE

- 98 mm - 102mm CUSTOMIZABLE FITS
- FLEXES FROM 70 – 130
- FULLY CUSTOMIZABLE LINER, STANCE, AND FLEX
- OPTISENSOR 3D THINSULATE LINER – THE BEST & WARMEST FIT
104mm

- COMFORTABLE 104mm FIT
- FLEXES FROM 70 – 130
- 3 AND 4 BUCKLE OPTIONS
• FREERIDE, ALL MTN, OR RACE
• FLEXES FROM 50 – 80
• 1, 3, AND 4 BUCKLE OPTIONS
• TURN TABLE DESIGN = MAX POWER & PERFORMANCE
• LONGEST ELASTIC TRAVEL ON MARKET = LESS PRE RELEASE
• 18, 14, 12 DIN OPTIONS
• 75-130mm BRAKE OPTIONS
• OVERSIZED HEEL PIVOT DESIGN = ENHANCED PERFORMANCE
• SUPERIOR COUPLING STRENGTH
• 12, 10 DIN OPTIONS
• 90-120mm BRAKE OPTIONS
- LIGHT WEIGHT DESIGN
- EASY ENTRY & EXIT
- 12, 11, 10 DIN OPTIONS
- 83-120mm BRAKE OPTIONS